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GAN YISROEL’S EFFECT ON 
THE WHOLE YEAR 

(Free Translation) 

  

…Especially and particularly the camps of Gan 
Yisroel- which are called 'Gan Yisroel' (Garden of 
Israel), they should assist (the campers) that 
during the time of camp, the campers as well 
should become 'fruits' of a garden. As fruits which 
grow, (they should grow) in the garden of 
Hashem, (meaning) that he grows every day and 
becomes better and more beautiful, in matters 
which are connected with Hashem, which these 
are the matters of Torah and Mitzvos and 
Yiddishkeit. 

  

As previously said, one of the main obligations of 
Gan Yisroel is that everyone that was in them (Gan 
Yisroel Camps), should take along with himself the 
things which he learnt- that educated himself and 
others and this should (have an) impact on the 
entire year, in his day to day life. 

  

(1st of Elul, 5738 -to the campers of Gan Yisroel) 

  

 

  

 פעולת גן ישראל

 על כל השנה
  

און בפרט און ספיציעל  פון די מחני פון גני ישראל פון 
מחנות וואס ווערן אנגערופן גני ישראל, אז זיי זאלן העלפן 

ס זאל אויכעט יעדער קעמפער ‘אז אין די צייט פון די קעמפ
וואקסט אויס, זיין דער פרי פון א גן, וווי א פרוכט וואס 

אין דעם גארטען פון דעם פון דעם אויבערשטן וואס 
יעדער טאג וואקסט ער און ווערט אלץ בעסער און שענער, 

ן אויבערשטן וואס ‘אין זאכן וואס זיינען פארבונדען מיט
 דאס איז די זאכן פון תורה ומצוות און אידישקייט.

  

וואס דאס איז ווי געזאגט, איינער פון די הויבט 
אויפגאבעס פון די גני ישראל אז יעדער וואס איז אין זיי 

ן גאנצן יאר, די זאכן וואס ‘געווען, זאל ער מיטנעמען אויפ
ער האט געלערנט, און האט ערצויגן זיך און אנדערע אז 

ן ‘ן גאנצן יאר אין זיין טאג טעגליכ‘דאס זאל ווירקן אויפ
  לעבן.

  

 לגן ישראל) -ח “תשל‘אלול ה‘ (א
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Many years ago, it was the custom that on Rosh Hashanah the Rebbe would walk down to the 
Botanical Gardens of Brooklyn, to do Tashlich by a lake over there. There would be a whole 
parade of Chassidim with the Rebbe at the lead, walking from 770 to that lake. One particular 
Rosh Hashanah, the procession arrived at the Botanical gardens, and they realized that the tall 
fence surrounding the garden was locked! What are they going to do? 
Before the Chassidim had time to think, they saw the Rebbe climbing over the fence, heading 
right in to the garden!... 
Dear Campers, 
Throughout these past four weeks in camp, we were surrounded by a Chassidshe atmosphere, 
where Davening with a chayus, Bentching every single word out loud, and learning rambam each 
day came easy. However, at home and at school these simple, enjoyable things can become a 
challenge. 
Perhaps like the fence that seemed to prevent the Chassidim from doing Tashlich. When we feel 
lazy and unenthusiastic, this is a fence we need power to climb over. 
When our friends don’t participate in our Chassidishe ways and we feel lonely, this is a barrier 
which must be broken through.  
How do we accomplish this? 
We must take all the lessons we learned from our counselors, and all the Hachlotos we took with 
our learning teachers and friends, and make them a real part of us. Something which we don’t 
do just because we are part of a group, rather, we do it because we know its right. Then, no 
atmosphere can weaken or decrease that sense of commitment of being a true Jew and Chossid 
of the Rebbe. So therefore, standing at the end of camp, with the power of what we felt in camp, 
we face the future; there may be challenges against our will to do Sefer Hamitzvos every day, and 
all 
other things we started in camp. Let’s face the fence, and jump 
over it, Lechatchila Ariber!... 
Your head counselors, 

  
Mendel Winner               Schneur Wolfman 
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Dear  Menachem, Shneur, Eli, Shmuel Dovid, Reuven, Moshe, Menachem, Moshe, Abba, Arel, Matan, Leibel and Zalman 
 
As the summer draws to a close it's a opportune time to reflect on the past couple of weeks and try to grow from the 
experiences which you had. 
 
Everyone of you has unique gifts given to you by hashem, none of you are here by chance rather to serve a vital 
function. You may look at yourself and not necessarily notice how this is the case, me? I'm just a boy, how can I make a 
difference? But the truth is the exact opposite, just like a giant puzzle is made up of thousands of pieces and is 
incomplete without that small little piece in the corner, so too in a bigger sence every human being is part of a whole 
and has an important part to fill. 
 
The greatest way of learning something is from experience. You look back, whether it's at the exciting trips you had or 
the plays which you watched; whether it's the chayus which you felt Friday night or that new idea you learned in 
learning class; whether it's the new friend you met or the old one you became reacquainted with, every single one of 
these moments, whether they where happy or sad, you can learn and grow from. Never let the past just remain history, 
take the past experiences which you had and build yourselves a better tomorrow. 
 
Believe in yourselves and you will be taken by surprised at the amount you can accomplish. Through each of you doing 
your bit this will lead to the ultimate accomplishment of the coming of moshiach with our rebbe at the head. 
 
I hope you guys have an amazing rest of the summer and keep in touch.  
 
Berel feldman 
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 Dear aizik, yanky, mendele, mendel, Yisroel, tzvi, schneur 
zalman, eli, meir’ke, mendel, sholom, menny, shaya and 
mendel! 

It was a very special summer for me to get to know each 
one of you, you each have a special personality that adds 
to the bunk as a whole, and it made our summer the 
amazing summer that it is, 

Just like the 7 boys in our story each of them had their 
uniqueness that saved all of them, the same thing we each 
have to realize the special kochos that we have, which we 
can share with anyone that we encounter. 

Another idea from the story is that the boys did not only 
try to survive all the troubles that they had, rather they 
had burning desire to fight and help their fellow yidden, 

The same thing each one of us must know that we are 
soldiers in the rebbes army and the rebbe gave us special 
kochos to take over the whole world, and let everyone 
know about the light of the rebbe, the light of torah and 
mitzvos, 

You each have a shining neshma, go take over the world! 
don’t be nispael from anyone that tells you opposite! 

In the worlds of the rebbe  ווערט שלוחים און גייט איינעמן די"
 וועלט מיט אידישקייט"

And when moshiach comes the rebbe will be able to say to 
each of you "ראו גדולים שגדלתי" 

Sincerely yours, 

Levi deren. 
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Dear bunk gimmel, the summer really flew by like purim without pesach. Do you 
remember how you came the first day confused frustrated and feeling lonely? Do 
you remember when having a surprise trip on Friday (should’ve happened the day 
before but got rained out like the rest of the summer)? Do you remember the staff 
play that got rained out (like the rest of the summer that wasn’t salvaged)? Do you 
remember the excitement you felt by color war whether you were acting, building, 
painting, singing, or doing nothing because you were wearing a shirt? Do you 
remember all the other fun things we did during this summer? I’m sure you guys do 
but that’s not why you came here. The surprising serious truth is that we’re all 
bachurim now and it’s time to start taking life a bit more seriously. Contemplate the 
things you’re really taking out of camp. The chayus in rambam from rc. The chayus 
in chitas from Mivtza Leben. The chayus in learning from learning class. The chayus 
in eating from the leben events :-p. The list continues on and on. Take one thing (at 
least) that you gained this summer and focus on how it will continue throughout the 
year. May we all meet up again in yerushalayim A.S.A.P. with moshiach #asap. 

P.S. no sleep was harmed in the making of this letter 

Your counselor, muleh  
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Dear bunk Daled,  

I wrote this letter feeling down knowing that the summer is over and the fun times are coming to an 
end. Looking back at the summer it really flew by and we went through a lot together. Even though our 
bunk house was very small and we had a big mix of personalities in the group, we stuck as a bunk and 
had an amazing time. The bevowak where we farbrenged the whole night, Friday night being a highlight 
of the week, the trips (rope coursing, bowling, mountain sliding and waterpark), the stories and 
farbrengans (in bed style) at night, and all the other things that I cant think of right now. 

I hope and feel that ya’ll gained a lot from camp and in truth I learnt a bunch from you guys. (I learnt a 
to have loooooooot of patience 😊😊.) and at a serios note I really hope that we stay in touch (ye I mean 
YOU not the other guy in the bunk). 

As it says in hayom yom that a person should say goodbye to his friend mitoch dvar halocho (within a 
saying in halacho), ill say a jumping board that can have many good things come out of it: 

It is a known line that the rebbe would write that by a chasidishe farbrengen, it can be very inspiring, 
but in order to keep that push to continue going a person must make a hachloto tovah to bring it down 
into maase beboiel (into a physical act). Therefore, as I spoke to ya’ll in the bunk house a few nights 
ago, every bochur should (BEFORE LEAVING THE BUS (and of course even after)). A) continue in what 
they started here in camp, like learning rambam, negel vasser, krias shema in the morning on time, etc, 
that you keep to it in a real way and not let go of it for the rest of time. B) to except upon yourself 
something new, even something challenging that may be a little hard. Like take a hachloto to start 
writing to the rebbe a little more often, like once a month or even more close together. For example: A 
lot of you are going to yehsivah, to give a little time to help a friend in learning when needed even 
though you can learn better and more. The examples can go on and on. 

Naftoli levertov 
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Wow! What a summer! Those 4 weeks just flew by.  
I want to share a story that I just read : 
 
Rabbi Shabsai Slavaticki שיחי is the shliach of the Rebbe in Antwerp, Belgium. He is a very respected chosid 
who has done much in Hafotzas Hamaayonos Chutza. 
 
In his community there was an individual, a talmid chochom and respected community member, who was a 
(self-proclaimed) misnaged. He was zealously opposed and antagonistic to anything connected with Lubavitch. 
Needless to say, he wasn’t, in any way, one of Rabbi Slavaticki’s fans or supporters. 
 
One day, this individual approached Rabbi Slavaticki, visibly moved, and declared that he would like to begin 
learning chassidus with him. Despite his shock, Rabbi Slavaticki was, of course, delighted to comply, but he 
couldn’t help asking his new student what brought about such a drastic change. The man shared with him the 
following narrative: 
 
“Our daughters, (both 4 or 5 years old,) attend the same kindergarten and are friends. One day, my daughter – 
in the course of a conversation, remarked to your daughter: ‘You know, my father hates your Rebbe’. 
 
Without batting an eyelash, your daughter promptly replied: ‘Yes, but my Rebbe loves your father’. 
 
“When my daughter came home from school, she repeated the conversation to me, and I was shaken to my 
very core. I know that your daughter is just a young girl, and no one could have prepped her for this response. 
The only way that she was able to say this is because she knows, with her childlike innocence and absolute 
certainty that this is the case. And the only way she can know this with absolute certainty is because this is the 
truth. And if that is the case, then, I realized, I need to start learning chassidus”! 
 
This is the message that we have to take with us as we leave machaneh gan yisroel no matter where or when 
as a bachur starting yeshivah or already in yeshivah we carry a responsebilitu that we are the rebbes children 
and we have to spread the light of chasidus and to be mekarev others to yidishkeit and chasidus. The  life as a 
chosid might not be easy but it is a very powerful one and when we tap into it and devot our life to the rebbe 
then we can get the rebbes brachos and see the rebbe here today, may we merit to that now. 
 
Ps: it's been awesome and so much fun, wish you guys lots of hatzlacha in all your work. And keep up the good 
work 
       Zalmy Weingarten,  
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Dearest Kvutza Vov, 

I write this letter to you literally five minutes before the deadline, so forgive me if it sounds a bit rushed. I just want to 
remind you all of how much we learned and grew in our chasidishkiet and hiskashrus. Obviously all the stories we said 
and all the sichos we learned etc. the most important thing is that what started in camp doesn’t end when you leave 
camp, but rather is used as a foundation to build on throughout the year, whether in eighth grade or in yeshiva. 

Warmest regards  

Levi  

 

To the teirere bochurim of kvutzah gimmel  

Right after our bar mitzvah can be a funny stage in life. On the one hand we just had our bar mitzvah and we are now 
fully “matured” Bochurim. We are supposed to learn, not because we are forced to but because we are old enough to 
that we appreciate and have our independent Geshmak in our learning and chassidishkeit. But on the other hand 
sometimes we don’t fully mature over the bar mitzvah. We still enjoy things that we did before. For example we can still 
enjoy disturbing in class even though we know that its babyish. We can still feel that we have a hard time sitting still and 
learning and ones yetzer harah can tell him your still a kid how can you sit and learn for so long? When you get to 
yeshivah that’s when serios learning starts or in shiur beis when your in “middle” of yeshivah is a better time... and so on 
and so forth. 

So maybe the yetzer harah has a point, maybe after the bar mitzvah I am still a child and shouldn’t be expected to be 
like a regular yesgivah bachur? 

The bar mitzvah is when your Nefesh Eloikis becomes revealed. We weren’t put in this world to be robots we were put 
in this world to work on ourselves. So while our nefesh elokis is revealed we still have a very strong nefesh habahamis. 
So what changes after the bar mitzvah if I feel the same?  

The answer is: now we have the ability to work on ourselves to overcome our childish tendencies and mature and its up 
to us to do just that and since wer just had our bar mitzvahs hashem gives us an extra koach. So whether your going to 
Yeshivah or 8th grade Chap Arain! Start working on yourself with limud hatorah and chassidishkeit im lo achshav 
aimasay?! 

Wishing you a successful year begashmiyus uberuchnios it was z’chus to be your learning teacher!     
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Campers write… 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swimming and boating were pretty great 
But many trips were late 
My blood was mosquito bait  
And that I really hate 
But pros and cons do not matter 
Because I really like to skate 
 
Eli Israel 
 

ן במ"ד איז געווען די בעסטע במ"ד אין די וועלט עס איז געווען מיין בעסטע זומער פון רמב"ם צו לעב
 דאווענען צו לערנען עס איז געווען א געשמאקע זומער

לחיים מו אלע סטעף און קעמפערס אז דורך אונז זאל מען זוכה צו זעהן די רבי דא למטה מעשרה טפחים 
 והוא יגאלינו!

 שלום דובער הכהן דערען

Dear fellow campers, 

In camp everything we do is centered around 
being a chosid of the Rebbe, and like the rebbe 
wrote to every bar mitzva boy that he should 
be a חסיד ירא שמים ולמדן which implies that 
everything a bar mitzva boy does has to be the 
way a chosid does thing, for example even 
when a boy cuts his nails he has to burn it just 
like a chosid. 

 so we don’t need to say חסידים איין משפחה
goodbye, but were just saying “see you later”, 
so dear fellow campers see you later! 

Your fellow camper 
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Shlomie cohen “did you take your 
pills?” 

Berel Feldman “please can you 
move?” 

Yanky vogel “what?” 
Sholom man “now that’s a vort” 
Sholom deren “im missing my bendel” 
Leibel Kaplan “hes so funny” 
Moshe Kaplan  “a vort.” 
Shmuel dovid 
mishulovin 

“quiet, I want to sleep” 

Menachem niazof “pshhh…..” 
Mendy howen “naftali, im bored” 
Sender azurat “Ahhhh…..” 
Mendel greenberg “what the hec*?!” 

 

 

Shlomie cohen Doctor in a pharmacy 
Berel Feldman Detroit camp director 
Yanky vogel Owner of the vitamin 

water company 
Sholom man Mikva manager 
Sholom deren Finally got an aliya 
Leibel Kaplan Mega mashpia 
Moshe Kaplan  Junior rabbi of 

flamingo 
Shmuel dovid 
mishulovin 

Still sleeping 

Menachem niazof ? 
Mendy howen Still bored 
Sender azurat Rosh yeshiva in brunoy 
Mendel greenberg Shliach in antartica 

Shlomie cohen Checked mendys pills 
Berel Feldman Woke up early 
Yanky vogel Drank vitamin water 
Sholom man Sang a niggun 
Sholom deren Spoke in his rashis 
Leibel Kaplan Sat on his bed 
Moshe Kaplan  Was in the closet 
Shmuel dovid 
mishulovin 

Was looking for his 
bendel 

Menachem niazof Was late to lights out 
Mendy howen Went crazy 
Sender azurat Spoke Turkish 
Mendel greenberg Laughed  
 

 

qqq 
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If there was a fire...would take 
Noah somthing geshmak 
Gourarie his fan  
Pinson mi his book 
Dhan his chair  
Markel his nosh 
Moshe Eli. Fish 
Bells baseball 
Rosi nothing he would just run for his life 
Tzemach his. Pajamas 
Pinson ch deotarant 
Yisroel Shemtov his chayenu 
Chossid follow rosi 
Pacy something to farbrang with at night 
Greenberg most expensive item around 
 Mula something to eat 

If I got a penny every time... 
Markel told Zelig your brim is up 

Tzemach would say a racict or tzfati joke 
Moshe Eli say nugget 

Gourarie try to hurt someone  
Noah use his phone 
Belles be at canteen 

Pinson mi get sent out of the bunkhouse 
Pinson ch sell something 

Greenberg win thetherball 
Pacy flex  

Rosi solve a rubix cube 
Shemtov get mad at staff 

Chossid ask for nosh 
Dahan compared about his chair 

Mula unsuccessful hmapil 
I would be a millionaire 
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A – Alef beis veis….. tof sof 

B – “Break it out!!” 

C – Canteen that wasnt 

D – Delicious Danishes on all trips only for our Devision 

E - Eliezers kitchen 

F – Functional summer 

G – Golf cart (which HC drove it more?) 

H –Hemty Hand  

I – Irritating sounds on the PA 

J -this Journal is a Joke 

K - Kluger 

L – Late nights which we were told will happen Later but 
never happend 

M – Mountain sliding 

 

N – Niagara falls (that’s only IF we actually go)  

O – O O O O O attention gan yisrael 

P – the winning team of Paris 

Q – tzvi the Queen 

R – Rained out play 

S – Staff Stealing Shoes 

T – Tisha b’av beans 

U – Up the hill 

V - Vassup 

W – Winner/loser and the Wolf man 

X – Xtreame awesomeness 

Y – Y  do think this makes sense 

Z – all the ZZZZZ we got on the bus 
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Camp by the numbers 
 

356 gallons used for the golf cart throughout the summer 

1 missing boat on the canoe trip 

34 pitas wasted from before the fast (that’s besides all the half eaten ones) 

250 freeze pops given out for RC 

150 twizzlers 

80 packs of supersnacks 

26 bottles of paint used (wasted) for color war 

10 staff members have gone to Manchester for yeshiva (test your knowledge) 

2640 feet between here and the other side (tried and tested) 

14 BMD bochurim got serious  head freezes from slurpees on runaways 

2 1/4 is the amount quick sand lake is bigger then camps lake 

1 time that our dear bus driver pulled over due to the kranky kids in the back 
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Mendel winner – a mega phone 

Schneur wolfman – a golf cart charger 

Eliezer Feldman – a new key string 

Berel Feldman - אין כאן מקומו 

Levi deren – tums  

Mulleh itkin – double bubbles 

Naftali Levertov – a hand pump 

Nochum freedman – freeze pops and twizlers 

Zalmy Weingarten – a suitcase 

Tzvi cohen – ear plugs 

Levi bendet - cereal 

Zelig shemtov – ווייסע 

Moshe caytak – a projector  

Shabi sofer - microphone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walmart 

shopping list 
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In 20 years… 
Mendel winner - shliach in mezibush 

Schneur wolfman - directer of L’man achai 

Eliezer Feldman - THE boss at Laha”k 

Berel Feldman – a world renowned psychologist 

Levi deren – still learning his alef beis 

Mulleh itkin – still sleeping 

Naftali Levertov – the shliach to the NFL 

Nochum freedman – learning rambam 

Zalmy Weingarten – mashpia in baltimore 

Tzvi cohen – a political critic 

Levi bendet – a shliach 

Zelig shemtov – THE mashpia 

Moshe caytak – untern tish 

Shabi sofer – finaly a staff member 
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 Song of team Geshmak 
T.T.T.O. Goodbye, when zeidy was young 3 

Davening in shul, sitting near a friend                                                                                                                     
He wants to give a taste of the divine                                                                                                                      
But deeper in his heart something is not right                                    
this really is just not my place to shine   

I do not comprehend, it’s not my upmost passion                                                                                                
all of my desires lie elsewhere                                                                                                                                    
Is this who I am, can this be my dedication                                                                                                              
to be a Shliach he really does not care 

Chorus: 

My son let me explain, what’s our purpose our mission                                                                                     
we were put in this low world in the mundane                                                                                                    
but there’s a candle in every heart, a spark which lies within them                                                                   
And we must help reveal it to be a flame 

The Rebbe our commander                                                                                                                                               
all the Chassidim our brothers                                                                                                                                  
Our weapon - the light of Chassidus far and wide                                                                                                                                   
the battle almost won, every place illuminated                                                                                                        
to geula we will march with great pride  

The Rebbe our commander… 

Going on the train                                                                                                                                                  
Headed for Mivtzoim                                                                                                                                                      
He contemplates oh what will be today                                                                                                              
How will I approach, what will I convey                                                                                                                 
His confidence just isn’t there that day 

I do not comprehend, it’s not my upmost passion                                                                                                
all of my desires lie elsewhere                                                                                                                                    
Is this who I am, can this be my dedication                                                                                                              
to be a Shliach he really does not care 

 

Song of the winning team of Folgen 
TTTO Torah Hakdoshah 

 

The sun grows dark, he’s thinking back 

To the golden days, before it all turned black  

When I saw the rebbe with my eyes 

 

My heart cries, my feelings are betrayed 

I cannot feel, my rebbe the same way 

Why do I continue in my role 

 

What I’m missing is the key  

That its not all about me 

I must listen to what I’m told it’s not about my vision 

I must obey the command 

No matter if I understand 

I’m just a simple soldier on a mission 

 

As a chossid I’m aware  

Though my thoughts lead to despair 

My connection to the rebbe comes from deep inside of me 

Higher than mind and heart  

I’m given over from the start 

My commander is now one with me 
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Grammen for team folgen 
 
Naphtali Naphtali why are you in charge of sports,  
I really wish, I could take you to court. 
But tzvi cohen is judge, so ill take that back 
But naftoli still deserves a smack 
 
Tzvi Cohen tzvi cohen, one time you were called shpitz 
Now you think that’s a reason to get everyone …upset 
tzvi cohen tzvi cohen you’re a terrible judge  
Youre lucky it says not to hold a grudge 
 
Mendel winner Mendel winner, can’t get canteen on our side 
But for our sugarly needs we are losing our minds 
Mendel winner X2youre just a lazy snoozer  
It’s time to change your name to loser 
 
Head counselors x2 to take someone’s shoes 
Is poshut gineiva no matter whose 
Head counselors x2 for you we’ll open a stupid bunk 
Cause for the rest of us your breakouts stunk 
 
Berel Feldman x2 a play you tried to direct 
But when you’re on stage there’s a terrible effect 
But berel berel a voice you think you have 
But I have to tell you it sounds really bad 
 
Zelig shemtov zelig shemtov, when you speak we all laugh 
But with your last name you’ll be back as a head staff 
But just because of RC doesn’t mean you can’t drink coke 
but at the end of the day you’re simply a joke 
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Zalmy weingarten x2 for the play you worked very hard 
But to check the weather you should’ve done from the start 
But zalmy x2 it will all be ok  
But of your learning teacher skills I’ve got nothing to say 
 
Eliezer x2 your always in a bad mood 
And when it comes to the menu why is there no food  
Eliezer you do work very hard 
But get out of my kitchen and away from my car 
 
Levi deren x2 you’re really not so smart 
There’s a reason you’re a lady on a mames a vort 
But Levi x2 your true nightly story 
I gotta say it’s getting boring 
 
Wayde Wayde you are totally awesome 
But when it comes to the mikveh, it is kind of gruesome 
But Wayde Wayde we love you anyway 
Just take your van and cigarettes and drive away 
 
Shabi x2 with a camera you always are 
Taking pics for col it won’t go very far 
Shabi shabi we know you’re a fish 
You won’t have to wait long for your next Shabbos tish 
 
Mueh itkin x2 it takes too long to chrup 
12:30 pm is too late to get up  
But muleh muleh sof zman krias shema is an important thing 
Get up early to serve your king 
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Autographs… 
(go to your staff members if you don’t know what that is) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It Is also the tradItIon to wIpe your tears, and If needed your nose on thIs paper. 
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